The human brain demonstrates complex yet systematic patterns of neural activity at rest. We examined whether functional connectivity among those brain regions typically active during rest depends on ongoing and recent task demands and individual differences. We probed the temporal coordination among these regions during periods of language comprehension and during the rest periods that followed comprehension. Our findings show that the topography of this ''rest network'' varies with exogenous processing demands. The network encompassed more highly interconnected regions during rest than during listening, but also when listening to unsurprising vs. surprising information. Furthermore, connectivity patterns during rest varied as a function of recent listening experience. Individual variability in connectivity strength was associated with cognitive function: more attentive comprehenders demonstrated weaker connectivity during language comprehension, and a greater differentiation between connectivity during comprehension and rest. The regions we examined have generally been thought to form an invariant physiological and functional network whose activity reflects spontaneous cognitive processes. Our findings suggest that their function extends beyond the mediation of unconstrained thought, and that they play an important role in higher-level cognitive function.
N
euroimaging studies characteristically associate brain regions with some cognitive function to the extent that blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast increases in those regions when that function is engaged, as compared with a resting state baseline condition. However, in some brain regions, task engagement has been repeatedly associated with a decreased BOLD response relative to a resting state, a pattern often referred to as deactivation. Task-deactivated regions are thought to consume more glucose during rest than during task performance; i.e., they are relatively more active during rest as determined by positron emission tomography (PET) (1) . These regions include the inferior parietal lobules, posterior medial cortices, and the ventral and dorsal medial prefrontal cortices (2) . These regions have also been characterized in terms of a specific functional network (sometimes referred to as a ''default network'') based on the observation that at rest their BOLD responses are temporally synchronized (3, 4) .
Given that human beings are often not engaged in any exogenously directed mental task, and may often simply be engaged in reflection or calm wakefulness, accounting for the functional role of these brain regions is fundamental to understanding mental activity: if neural activity in these regions is associated with a set of default human mental functions that are suspended when rest is interrupted by organized focal psychological processes, these regions could mediate a substantial portion of human mental life and experience. Two classes of explanation for the functional role of the default network have been put forward. One explanation is that activity in this network is intrinsic and spontaneous; it largely reflects unconstrained thought processes or basic physiological processes that are independent of mental activity. By contrast, the alternative explanation views activity in these regions as related to and constrained by ongoing and recent experiences.
On the internally oriented, or stochastic, explanation, the dominant mode of brain function is one of unconstrained activity in which the brain operates ''on its own'' (5) . There are 2 variants of this explanation: some suggest that intrinsic activity reflects a physiological network, whereas others argue it reflects unconstrained and spontaneous cognitive processes, such as mind wandering or stimulus-unrelated thought. The former view is supported by research documenting the network in primates, during light sleep, and in vegetative states (6) . The latter view is supported by work showing that greater activity in these regions (i.e., less deactivation) is associated with a tendency to report task-unrelated thoughts (7, 8) and with longer response times during task performance (9) . Studies exploring the relation between activity in these regions and performance on an immediately following task have documented increased network activity within 2-6 sec before committing an error (10, 11) but also before subsequent insight solutions (12) .
On the more externally oriented or deterministic approach, the temporally coherent pattern of neural activity seen in these regions during rest does not necessarily indicate that these regions mediate intrinsically oriented activity in absence of stimulation. Instead, this activity could be associated with processes that occur following completion of a previous behavior or cognitive activity. Examples of such postprocessing activity include memory consolidation, replay of recent experiences, and procedural learning (13) , and such consolidations can occur quite rapidly (14) . Several studies, though not specifically examining regions associated with the default network, support the notion that neural activity during wakeful rest is affected by prior task: using fMRI it has been shown that interhemispheric motor-cortex connectivity during rest varies depending on whether the rest period precedes or follows motor task performance (15) . The impact of a preceding task may be extended in time: prior work examining rest connectivity before and after performance of a 5-min language task suggests such tasks may induce sustained changes in rest connectivity over several minutes (16) . In addition, PET studies have revealed that in several cortical areas, regional cerebral blood flow during rest periods is modulated depending on whether a rest period precedes or follows performance of long task epochs (17, 18) . Finally, machine learning techniques demonstrate that it is possible to accurately predict specific features of a prior task by analyzing EEG data collected within 1-4 sec posttask, indicating that posttask rest periods are strongly constrained by prior experience (19) .
The difference between these 2 views of the default network hinges on whether the network's functional organization (i.e., its topography) transcends the nature of both ongoing and recent activity. For example, on the intrinsic account, network organization during rest should be independent of the nature of the mental experience that preceded the resting state, as this network is reflective of a system that carries out a different set of functions. Furthermore, this approach predicts that functional connectivity (FC) within the network should be invariant across different ongoing tasks. Consistent with this idea, several studies have reported no difference in network connectivity for task vs. rest (20, 21) . However, recent work has documented that the spatial distribution of this network, defined via independent component analysis (ICA), can vary with particular task demands, stimulus salience, or depending on whether individuals are at rest (22) (23) (24) (25) . Linking these spatial variations to cognitive function has proved difficult because these studies have used relatively demanding tasks, such as N-back memory tasks, Stroop attention tasks, or solving moral dilemmas. These structured tasks likely constrain freedom for spontaneous thought, thus forming an upper bound on the network's potential impact on cognitive processing. Therefore, our first goal was to examine (i) how FC within the network relates to ongoing task context and (ii) whether FC during wakeful rest is constrained by prior task context. Though we use the term task to refer to activities in which participants were engaged, we did not direct participants' behavior or elicit any response; in practice, we asked participants to passively listen to auditory materials that varied in content, in absence of any guidance or demand for particular response. This afforded ample freedom for spontaneous mental activity. These 2 questions address whether exogenous constraints affect connectivity, but do not address whether variations in connectivity relate to endogenous cognitive processes that carry real-world outcomes. Our second goal was therefore to establish the relation between FC in the network and higher-level cognitive processing; specifically, we determined how connectivity within the network during language comprehension relates to the effectiveness of comprehension. To summarize, we determined (i) whether FC during rest is sensitive to features of a preceding passive-listening task, (ii) whether FC during passive listening is sensitive to informational content, and (iii) whether variations in FC across individuals, if existent, are significant for cognitive function.
To determine the extent to which activity in the default network is constrained by ongoing and recent demands, we examined FC within this network during periods of passive listening to linguistic material, and during wakeful rest periods that followed these listening periods. This linguistic material consisted of auditory sentences that appeared as the concluding sentences of short stories. In 2 conditions, these sentences were identical but were made to convey more or less information by manipulating the story context that preceded them: the moreinformative condition was one where a sentence segment was more surprising given prior context, and the less-informative condition was one where the exact same segment was less surprising given prior context. We could therefore establish whether FC in the network varies when individuals are listening to the same utterance, as a function of its informativeness (a third condition consisted of sentences that were not thematically related). Similarly, we could establish if FC during wakeful rest periods that follow comprehension varies as a function of the immediately preceding language content. If FC during rest were to vary in such a manner, this would indicate that the network's inherent topography (i.e., its defining functional characteristic) is constrained by recent experience. This conclusion would be further supported if FC within the network differed for periods of rest and language comprehension. Finally, to determine the relation between such fluctuations in connectivity and behavior we examined whether differences in FC during language comprehension were associated with interindividual differences in the ability to subsequently remember the presented materials.
Results
Our first analysis was a validity check that identified regions demonstrating reliable connectivity during rest with 2 seed regions typically identified in studies of the default rest network: the left precuneus and the left angular gyrus (median Znormalized correlation value across participants Ͼ3). The findings confirmed that during wakeful rest, regions demonstrating strong connectivity with both seed regions included the inferior parietal lobules, posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), dorsomedial prefrontal regions (dmPFC), supplementary motor areas (SMA), and posterior midline regions, including the posterior cingulate gyrus (PCgG). The subsequent analyses addressed the study's theoretical questions regarding the context sensitivity of FC, and were based on a 2 (task: rest vs. listening) ϫ 3 (content: more informative, less informative, nonnarrative) ANOVA that examined FC values in the 6 conditions of interest. Note that in the ANOVA, ''Rest'' refers to rest periods that followed each story presentation (beginning 10 sec after story presentation and extending for 16 sec from that point), and these were partitioned as a function of language content that preceded them. All analyses were conducted against the 2 seed regions, and reliable modulations of FC were defined as those that held in analyses conducted against both seed regions (see Experimental Procedures). In the results, FC strength is presented as Z-normalized correlation values so that values above a Z score of 1.65 index a statistically reliable correlation.
Differences in Connectivity During Listening and Rest.
A large number of regions, bilaterally, demonstrated reliable differences in FC depending on whether individuals were listening to the stories or were wakefully resting after listening. Table S1 reports centers of mass in Talairach space]. Clusters encompassed regions typically associated with default network (e.g., precuneus, PCgG, aspects of the superior temporal sulcus [STS]) but also regions including the precentral gyrus (PreCG) bilaterally. We treated each of these clusters as a functional region of interest (fROI) and established the mean connectivity value in each fROI during rest and during listening (values for all fROIs are provided in Fig. S1 ). All fROIs but 2 (left no. 21, right no. 11), demonstrated reliably stronger FC during rest than during listening.
Differences in Functional Connectivity as Function of Language Con-
tent. The existence of differences in FC between listening and rest demonstrates one type of influence of context on FC. We next examined whether the processing of utterance content also mediates the degree of FC with seed regions in the network. This whole-brain analysis probed for the effect of content independent of task (i.e., collapsing over the listening period and the rest periods that followed them; a main effect of Content in the voxel-wise ANOVA). This analysis identified 4 areas in which FC differed as function of language content ( Fig. 2; see Table S2 for centers of mass in Talairach space). As the figure shows, the nature of modulation was such that FC tended to be weaker while listening to more-informative contents relative to the other 2 conditions.
Differential Effects of Content Type on FC During Listening and Rest.
A whole-brain analysis identified 2 areas in which the impact of language content on connectivity differed for listening and rest. Fig. 3 presents the nature of the interaction in each area. For instance, a cluster in the right middle temporal gyrus (MTG) showed a strong differentiation between FC during listening and rest, but this differentiation held for the 2 conditions where proper stories were presented, but not for the one where unrelated sentences were presented. The data highlight how certain regions may be differentially recruited into broader networks that are observed to be active during listening or rest.
Regions in Which Functional Connectivity During Rest Varied as
Function of Preceding Content. A whole-brain analysis identified 6 functional regions where FC during rest varied as a function of the immediately preceding language content. These were located bilaterally in the vicinity of PreCG, and in the right PCgG and right dmPFC ( Fig. S2 and Table S2 ).
Differential Connectivity for Good and Poor Comprehenders.
A memory test that followed the fMRI scan indicated that participants exhibited marked individual differences in their memory for the materials. To determine whether these differences were associated with FC in the default network, we focused on those fROIs that demonstrated differential FC for listening and rest (Fig. 1) . For each fROI we determined if there was an association between participants' FC values when listening to stories and their performance on the subsequent memory test. Of the 43 fROIs identified, 39 demonstrated a negative correlation between participants' memory accuracy and the degree of FC with the seed region. This indicates that, on the whole, reduced synchronization with default network seed regions was beneficial for comprehension. This negative correlation was statistically reliable for 11 such fROIs (false discovery rate corrected), which Table S1 and Fig. S1 . Fig. 2 . Regions where functional connectivity with seed regions varied as a function of language content. Here, listening periods and the rest periods that followed them are considered jointly. FC values with precuneus seed region are shown for brevity. Standard error bars indicate the SE of the mean across participants. Because of the within-participant design, SE bars are uninformative with respect to differences between conditions. LI, less informative content; MI, more informative content; NNs, nonnarrative content. included the paracentral lobule (PCL), PCgG, precuneus, and lingual gyrus (see Fig. S3 for scatter plots) . In most regions, participants showing low accuracy on the subsequent memory test demonstrated stronger correlations (Z-normalized correlation values often Ͼ3). In contrast, participants showing good memory accuracy sometimes demonstrated activity that was anticorrelated with the seed regions (indexed by negative Z values).
Differential Modulation of Connectivity for good and poor Comprehenders. Finally, we examined whether comprehension performance was also related to the differentiation between FC during listening and rest. For each of the functional regions that differentiated listening from rest ( Fig. 1) , we calculated the difference (delta) between FC during rest and during listening for each participant [delta-FC ϭ FC(rest) Ϫ FC(listening)]. We then correlated delta-FC with participants' memory accuracy. Five regions demonstrated a reliable relation between delta-FC and memory accuracy (Fig. S4 ). In these regions, which included the PCgG, the PCL, and middle frontal gyrus, better comprehenders demonstrated a stronger differentiation between FC during listening and rest.
Discussion
We examined the functional connectivity (FC) of regions within the default network during periods of language comprehension and during rest periods that immediately followed them to determine the degree of FC modulation within the network and its relation to cognitive function. We focused on 3 issues: (i) whether the functional organization of this network during rest, operationalized as FC, is sensitive to antecedent task context, (ii) whether FC is sensitive to the exogenous features of ongoing context (e.g., rest vs. listening, or listening to different language content), and (iii) whether the degree of FC during comprehension and its modulation (vs. rest) is related to the effectiveness of comprehension. The answer to all 3 questions was affirmative: connectivity patterns were dynamic, systematically linked to both recent and ongoing demands, and related to comprehension effectiveness.
Modulation of Functional Connectivity as Function of Recent Experi-
ence. We found that connectivity during nontask rest periods varied as a function of recent experience. In 3 regions, FC during rest was weaker after listening to more-informative (surprising) content than after listening to less-informative (nonsurprising) or nonnarrative content. These included the right PCgG and the medial aspect of the right SFG, regions often associated with the default network, and that showed strongly correlated activity with both seed regions in the current study. In the other regions, FC was lower for more-informative content than for one of the other experimental conditions, but not both.
These findings are consistent with a number of theoretical models. It is possible that these regions play a role in posttask functions such as rehearsal, elaboration, or encoding to memory (13) . These regions may also be involved in active disengagement from a previous task, a process that could vary with the features of that task. Conversely, the differential connectivity displayed by these regions as function of recent past may reflect a sort of ''cognitive inertia'' in which the now-finished listening prompts differential internal processes that permeate into the nonlistening rest period. Our data cannot determine among these possibilities, and this is indeed an important issue for future studies in this domain. A final possibility is that such modulation of FC reflects a physiological carryover effect from sluggish BOLD responses that have their onset during the listening stage. However, statistical analyses and number of design features and data points argue against it. First, when analyzing FC during rest we considered acquisition periods that began 10 sec after the termination of each listening period and extended 16 sec from that point on. Our own analyses using a peak-fitting algorithm (26) indicated that the BOLD response associated with the last sentence returned to baseline between 10 and 14 sec (see Experimental Procedures), which is consistent with prior work (e.g., ref. 27) demonstrating that task-related BOLD response tends to decay within 10-15 sec after stimulation, and shows low response variance between 10 and 15 sec poststimulus. Finally, in the current study we were able to robustly discriminate between FC during listening and rest, indicating that FC during rest was not a ''ballistic'' extension of FC during listening.
Though our findings are consistent with such various accounts of the impact of a recent task on FC during subsequent rest, they are not consistent with the view that this is a network that solely mediates spontaneous intrinsic thought. If activity in this network reflected solely the generation of task-unrelated thoughts/ stream of consciousness (8) or mind wandering (7), one would predict no association between its connectivity during rest and experiences in the recent past. Though this network is clearly associated with spontaneous activity in absence of stimulation (3), our findings offer a more nuanced view of its functional role during rest, that does not rely solely on the notion of spontaneous, task-stochastic process. As mentioned in the introduction, recent EEG work (19) supports exactly this point in showing that prior mental states can be accurately identified using machine learning techniques when using only those data collected during posttask periods.
Understanding the degree to which past cognitive activity modulates ongoing activity in the network, and how this influence wanes over time, are important questions for future work. The domain studied here, focusing on comprehension of short auditory contents followed by rest intervals is one that lends itself to context-dependent creative thought. Circumstances that do not allow for reconsideration of recent information may not afford such processes. To illustrate, research on auditory speech comprehension shows that subsequent recall of content is poorer when the content is presented consecutively than when content is delivered via self-paced listening that affords opportunities for intermediate consolidation (28) .
Modulation of Functional Connectivity as a Function of Ongoing
Context. We found 2 types of evidence for context-induced modulation of FC: Certain regions showed differential FC (with seed regions) as function of linguistic content, and yet others showed differential FC during listening compared to rest. The vast majority of areas that differentiated listening from rest also demonstrated greater FC during rest. These included large sections of the lateral temporal cortex (STS, STG, and MTG). This finding is consistent with the role of these regions in language comprehension, indicating that task-relevant regions may demonstrate weaker synchronization with default network regions during task performance.
A different type of sensitivity to ongoing context was seen in regions where FC varied as a function of linguistic content. The most striking modulation was found in 2 clusters in the left PreCG. These regions demonstrated relatively strong FC during listening to less-informative contents, but weaker and nonreliable FC when listening to more-informative contents. It is important to keep in mind that in these 2 experimental conditions participants heard the exact same sentences, whose meaning was manipulated by contextual manipulations, i.e., by changing details given in prior sentences (see Experimental Procedures). Thus, the reduced FC in these regions while listening to more-informative content reflects internally driven meaning-integration processes rather than any difference in sensory input per se. To summarize, both of these analyses indicated that context does impose considerable changes on the degree of connectivity within the network.
Our finding of stronger FC within this network during rest is consistent with recent findings in the literature (22, 24) . It accords well with work by Fransson (24) demonstrating substantially weaker FC within the network during a demanding working memory task than during rest. In that study, decreased FC with respect to a precuneus seed region was reported bilaterally in regions including the precuneus, MFG, SFG (medial aspects), and MTG, which is in good accordance with our findings for rest vs. listening. We note, however, that the relation between the network's FC during task and rest periods could itself depend on task properties. For example, some studies have reported no difference in connectivity within the network for task vs. rest (20, 21) , whereas others reported stronger ''default-mode'' ICA components during task than during rest in certain nodes within this network (25, 29) . For this reason, it has been difficult to relate task-modulated connectivity to cognitive function. To understand the functional significance of these changes we therefore examined their relation to behavior.
Relation Between Functional Connectivity and Individual Differences.
To understand whether reduced FC was associated with comprehension performance we analyzed those functional regions identified a priori as demonstrating differential FC during listening and rest. In a number of these regions better comprehenders demonstrated weaker FC than poorer comprehenders. Specifically, in the majority of these regions good comprehenders demonstrated almost no FC with the seed region, whereas poorer comprehenders demonstrated high and reliable FC. Thus, stronger connectivity within the network during cognitive processing is associated with less successful comprehension. In addition, we identified 5 regions where the magnitude of FC modulation was related to cognitive performance. In these, a stronger difference between FC during rest and listening was related to better subsequent memory for language content. This latter finding indicates that the source of these interindividual differences does not originate in the type of very low-frequency activity previously associated with worst task performance (30) . Beyond this, we cannot say why it is that behavior was associated with FC strength in the network, as the strength of FC and its variation could reflect a modulating effect from regions outside the network. To our knowledge, few studies have examined the relation between connectivity in the default network and individual differences in task performance. These studies (21, 31) examined connectivity between the posterior cingulate and anterior midline areas, and reported a positive correlation between cognitive ability and the connectivity of these areas. These anterior midline areas did not show modulation of FC between listening and rest in our current study and hence were not analyzed as an a priori functional ROI. Furthermore, of the 43 ROIs we identified, none demonstrated a reliable positive correlation between participants' cognitive performance and connectivity.
Our findings are compatible with a body of work indicating that greater deactivation in the default network is associated with greater ''cognitive effort'': greater deactivation has been linked to exogenous factors such as greater task difficulty (32) or endogenous factors associated with better task performance (33) . However, these aforementioned studies examined the relation between activation/deactivation and behavior, whereas our work addresses the relation between functional connectivity and behavior. Whether deactivation and FC in the network are associated, and if so under what circumstances, is an important question for future research (cf. ref. 20 
for related findings).
From Intrinsic Thought to a Model of Constrained Spontaneity. On the basis of our findings, we propose that regions associated with the ''default network'' may mediate associative thought that is triggered by properties of the recent past, or ongoing context, but is not strongly determined by it. Apart from the data reported here, there is some support for this viewpoint. First, in an independent analysis of these data (34), we showed that memory for more informative content is associated with increased activity in default network regions, i.e., a return to baseline. This suggests that increased activity in this network is particularly related to the type of elaborative thinking that mediates encoding of complex information to memory. Such an explanation is consistent with the claim that this network mediates construction of elaborative associations that are triggered by input stimuli (35) . Furthermore, a number of studies have implicated these regions in constructing representations of both past events and possible future events (36) and social cognition (37) . Thus, the emerging picture is that rather than mediating a solely intrinsic and spontaneous function, regions of the default network mediate elaboration and association of inputs. Language comprehension perhaps epitomizes the type of situation that calls on the ability to construct these sorts of complex and rich internal representations, sometimes referred to as mental models (38) or mental spaces (39) . Constructing enriched models of the past, the future, or of ongoing linguistic input may therefore use the same network.
The account we outline here pertains to the function of this network during circumstances where activity and rest are intertwined, which are abundant in everyday life. The fact that this network's connectivity is context bound in the way identified in the current study should not be interpreted as indicating that features of ongoing and recent context are the only factors determining the degree of ordered activity in the network: the nonrandom activity it shows in vegetative states and primates (6) makes this point clearly. Similarly, synchronized low-frequency connectivity patterns within this network during long rest periods point to a physiological generator, perhaps subcortically (40) . Our data therefore do not directly bear on what functional features, if any, are mediated by the default network during such restful states. Conversely, the relevance of functional theories derived from studies of rest to the kind of situations we are studying here is not immediate. The changes in connectivity we identify occur at frequencies higher than those driving connectivity during prolonged rest states, and likely index different functions than the spontaneous ones that occur in those states. As such, our results are in accordance with data implicating this network with brain-behavior regularities that occur at higher frequencies. For example, individuals who are practiced in dismissing structured thought (through Zen mediation) show faster recovery of activity in default network regions immediately following task trials (41) , indicating that posttask activity in the network may be under regulatory control. Other work shows that in this network, patterns of increasing activity that precede error trials are ''reset'' immediately after an error is made (10) . Finally, transient deactivations in the network are tightly linked in time to events that demand very weak conceptual processing, with greater deactivation for more difficult conditions (42) . All these findings indicate that activity in this network can quickly vary in tandem with behavioral changes.
More generally, the relevance of data acquired during rest in humans or primates to the understanding of brain-behavior relations is an ongoing domain of inquiry and debate (43) . This debate is particularly relevant for the study of high-level cognitive functions such as language, because certain networks identified in primates, e.g., mirror neuron regions (44) , are implicated in high-level functions in humans, such as syntactic working memory, speech perception, or even social cognition. As such, the fact that the default network is often associated with high-level functions such as social cognition and thinking of the past and future is consistent with the idea that its activity in awake humans extends beyond basic physiology. In this sense, our account can complement a version of the intrinsic view that speaks to the network's functional role during long rest periods, but without making the inductive leap to stating that this mode of operation maintains during wakeful states. A useful conceptual middle ground between these 2 complementary approaches may be that the network mediates creative thought, which is a mode of thought that bridges the freedom to generate content with some degree of task dependence (45) .
Quantifying the relative degree of spontaneity or contextdependence of this network's activity is a major goal of future work. This is likely to be a nontrivial endeavor, as even seemingly random patterns can reflect complex regularities (46) . In any case, our findings suggest reconsidering the notion that the default network mediates purely spontaneous cognitive functions, as they indicate that its mode of connectivity is sensitive to both ongoing and recent demands. Furthermore, they indicate that to understand its modes of connectivity it would be useful to consider how ongoing and recent task demands as well as individual abilities jointly determine the nature of synchronized activity within this network.
Experimental Procedures
Technical details necessary for replicating the analysis workflow are given in Extended Experimental Procedures in SI Text. Anatomical and functional images were acquired from 23 participants (3-Tesla scanner, functional resolution ϭ 3.8 mm 3 ). Participants listened to 3 types of material: stories ending with surprising endings, stories with nonsurprising endings, and thematically unrelated sentences. Each auditory material was followed by 22 sec of rest. After the scan, memory for these contents was assessed. A regression-based analysis of these data was previously reported (34) . For analysis of functional connectivity (FC), nuisance sources of variance were removed from the time series, which were then projected onto a surface representation of each participant's brain (using FreeSurfer) (47) and smoothed spatially to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. For each participant, individual-level FC maps were generated against 2 seed regions (left precuneus, left angular gyrus). FC maps were generated for each of the 6 cognitive states of interest (listening to the 3 types of content, and the rest periods that immediately followed). These were created by extracting and then concatenating the relevant acquisitions of interest from the main time series (see ref. 48) . As rest periods, we considered acquisitions beginning 10 sec after the preceding story had ended and continuing 16 sec from that point on. Group-level maps were generated by first averaging the individual-level maps constructed for each of the 2 seed regions and then creating conjunction maps to find effects that were common to the analyses against both seed regions [the conjunction analysis accounted for the intrinsic correlation between the 2 seed regions (see Fig. S5 ) and controlled for a family-wise error rate of P Ͻ 0.05 using cluster thresholds]. A full description of these methods and the quantification of the relation between the strength of FC and subsequent memory for the materials is given in SI Text.
